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Abstract 

The rise of foreign banking and the increasing integration of national financial systems are salient 

features of the world capital markets in the second half of the 20th century. After the end of Bretton 

Woods and the lift of capital controls in the early 1970s, banks from developed and developing 

countries increased their international activities and involvement with the Euromarkets. These essay 

studies the condition under which bank globalization took place in Mexico and Brazil and the different 

vulnerabilities they created to the domestic financial system in the wake of the debt crisis of 1982. 

The essay argues that regulation and capital controls, rather than preventing or discouraging 

international financial integration, had an important role to play in making the domestic banking 

system more resilient to external and domestic shocks. 
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Introduction 

The debate about the implications of bank globalization and financial integration has attracted a great 

deal of attention from both academics and policymakers. The interest has been largely driven by the 

wave of financial crisis experienced by several countries in the developed world over the past decade. 

During the decade preceding the global financial crisis of 2007-09, banking activities across national 

borders dramatically increased and these interconnections played a fundamental role in the 

subsequent transmission and propagation of the crisis at an international level. Global banking and 

the challenges of increasing international financial integration have gained a prominent place in policy 

discussion at a national and international level, and the World Bank has indeed dedicated it last Global 

Financial Development Report, “Bankers without Borders” to examine the effects of international 

banking on financial stability and broader economic activity. 

Discussions about the benefits and perils of modern financial globalization are not new. An important 

amount of literature developed in this regard during the years that preceded the recent international 

financial crisis, although it has been mainly focused on developing countries and the vulnerabilities it 

created form them. The severe financial crisis experienced by Mexico in the mid-1990s, East  

Asian countries in 1997-98 and Russia towards the end of the decade raised sceptical views about the 

benefits of deep financial integration for emerging economies (Obstfeld 2009; Prasad and Rajan 2008; 

Rodrik 1998, 2000). As for developed countries, although some risks related to global current account 

imbalances were recognized, financial globalization was seen with more optimism, highlighting the 

advantages it represented in terms of allocative efficiency and risk diversification for improving overall 

economic performance and macroeconomic stability (Kose, Prasad, and Taylor 2011; Kose et al. 2009). 

However, the recent crisis has drawn attention on the destabilising effects that financial integration 

can also have for advanced industrial economies. Indeed, the role of financial globalization in 

increasing the likelihood of financial meltdowns as well as in amplifying the dynamics and impacts of 

crises have come into focus sharp. It became clear that banking integration, which had been largely 

associated with enhanced efficiency, could actually exacerbate information problems with cross-

border transactions and lead to excessive risk-taking and dangerous potential contagion effects. 

Whether to determine if integration and increased geographical interconnection among financial 

markets is good for economic instability or not, the new research has contributed to improve our 

understanding of the circumstances under which it becomes risky as well as to revaluate the important 

role that supervisory authorities has to play in this regard. To the extent that legal framework and 

financial regulation shaped the international activities of the banks, they also had a fundamental 

impact on the way financial integration develops and its underlying risks and vulnerabilities.  

This essay aims to explore the relationship between regulation and the perils of international banking 

during the early years of modern global finance, the decade of the great foreign lending boom that 

preceded the international debt crisis of 1982. The period that followed the end of Bretton Woods 

and the lift of capital controls in the early 1970s also featured growing participation of foreign banks 

around the world and a remarkable expansion of the international banking activity (Pecchioli 1983). 

With the oil shock of 1973 and the stream of large amounts of liquidity into the international financial 

system, commercial banks from developed and developing countries became increasingly engaged 

with foreign capital (Moffitt 1984; Wellons 1977). As the number of international banks and the 

volume of cross-border operations expanded, domestic banking sectors became increasingly 

interconnected across countries and more heavily integrated into the world capital markets and 

international financial system. 



To address these issues the essay analyses the experiences of Mexico and Brazil, two major developing 

economies whose banking sectors were among the largest in Latin America at the time. Between 1973 

and 1982, Mexico’s six largest commercial banks went international and expanded their network of 

foreign agencies and branches abroad, increasingly intermediating foreign capital with domestic 

borrowers. Brazilian banks also internationalized and the number of banks with a direct presence in 

the main international financial centers passed from 3 to 20 during this period. By 1982, there were 

10 agencies and branches of Mexican banks in the United States and as much as 27 of their Brazilian 

counterparts. Moreover, in the case of Brazil many banks with no network of foreign agencies and 

branches were also involved in the international capital markets and participated in foreign borrowing 

and lending transactions from their head offices. As a result, the international expansion of domestic 

banks, obligations with external creditors came to represent about 20 percent of the total liabilities of 

the Mexican banking sector in 1982 and as much as 35 percent in the case of Brazil. 

Within a heightened integrated financial system, the outbreak of the international debt crisis in 1982 

created significant difficulties for the domestic banking sector. The crisis represented a major shock 

to the world capital markets and this affected the borrowing and lending activities that Mexican and 

Brazilian banks that been undertaking abroad. In the case of Mexico, the leading banks of the country 

became under serious financial distress in their funding operations, and the mismatches that they 

have accumulated in running their international business threated their solvency position. In the case 

of Brazil, although also confronted with funding problems, the financial position of the banks was 

much less affected than their Mexican counterparts. In fact, when the debt crisis hit Brazil did not 

suffer from a banking meltdown, while the Mexican banking system was faced with bankruptcy and 

nationalized. This essay argues that, despite its larger involvement with foreign finance and a much 

more internationally integrated banking system, the way regulation framed international financial 

intermediation by Brazilian banks created less risks and vulnerabilities than in Mexico.  

The structure of the paper is as follows. Net section revisits the process of international expansion of 

Mexican and Brazilian banks in the 1970s and early 1980s and assess the depth of international 

financial integration in both countries. Section II looks at the similarities and differences in the 

international business model from the banks and section III analyses the regulatory framework under 

which those activities took place. Section IV looks at the situation of the banks and banking system in 

the eve of the debt crisis while section V analyses their situation in the aftermath of the outbreak of 

the crises. Last section concludes. 

International expansion in the 1970s and early 1980s 

Internationalization or the integration of a domestic banking system at an international takes place 

through cross-border operations of a bank, such as lending, deposit taking or insurance, or direct 

international banking presence that can take the form of a subsidiary or branch or agencies in a foreign 

country. The internationalization of a banking system implies, therefore, the existence of national 

banking institutions involved in international operations in the terms previously described and/or the 

presence of foreign banks in the domestic banking market. On the other extreme, a non-

internationally integrated banking system would be one in which there are only domestic banks, that 

is banks of national capital that do not have international operations.  

The decade before the international debt crisis of 1982 saw significant increases in international 

banking activities. After 1973, as enormous amounts surpluses in the oil-exporting countries were 

deposited with US and European banks and the Euromarkets expanded, the cross-border operation 

of commercial banks soared. Over this period the international claims of BIS reporting banks passed 

from over US$ 200 billion to US$ 1.6 trillion, which involve sovereign loans, trade finance and other 



funding lines to final borrowers as well as transactions among banks themselves. The number of banks 

participating in such operations grew from some hundred banks from developed countries to over 

one thousand financial institutions from fifty different countries all over the world (Giddy 1981). As a 

result of this process, banks and banking systems from developed and developing countries became 

increasingly interlinked and integrated into the international financial system and world capital 

markets.  

Mexico and Brazil were both part of this worldwide trend and their banks and banking systems became 

increasingly involved with international finance during the 1970s and early 1980s.1 In Mexico, after a 

first steps in the Euromarkets through London-based consortium banks in the early 1970s, the leading 

commercial banks of the country started to opened their own branches and agencies overseas, mainly 

in the United States and London, the two major international financial centers of the time. While in 

1973 there were one Mexican banking office in the US and one in London, by 1982 the numbers have 

increased to 10 and 4 respectively. The fourth largest private financial institutions of the country, 

namely Bancomer, Banamex, Banca Serfín and Multibanco Comermex, had a simultaneous presence 

in the New York, Los Angeles and London, while the following two, Banco Internacional and Banco-

Mexicano Somex, which were majority own by the Mexican state, only in New York. Together, these 

banks represented as much as three fourth of the domestic commercial banking system in Mexico. 

The expansion of the international network of Brazilian banks was even more impressive. In 1972, 

there were only ten Brazilian banking offices overseas but their number grew to 74 in 1979 and 153 

in 1982. The number of banks with agencies and branches overseas also increased and while only four 

Brazilian banks had an international presence in 1972, this number increased to ten by 1979 and 

doubled in the following three years. By 1983, the twenty Brazilian banks with an international 

presence had a branch or agency in New York and 11 of them operated also in London. Banco do 

Brasil, the official bank of the Federal government and it main financial agent, had the largest and 

widespread international network with about 66 foreign banking offices all around the world, followed 

by the Banespa, the bank of the State of Sao Paulo, and Banco Real, one top five private bank, with 24 

and 19 each respectively. As for the rest of the banks, after the US and London, the third main 

destination were the offshore financial centres of the Caribbean region.2  

The internationalization of the banking sector in both countries and their integration with the 

international financial system is also evident from the balance sheet structure. Figure 1 represents the 

evolution of the external obligations of the domestic banking system as a share of total liabilities. In 

the case of Mexico, banks’ external liabilities grew from US$ 176.8 million in 1975 to US$ 3.8 billion in 

1979 and US$ 8.5 billion in 1982. In terms of the balance sheet, they passed from representing about 

0.7 percent of total liabilities in 1977 to 2.9 and 8.7 percent in 1979 and 1982 respectively. These 

liabilities consisted of borrowing from foreign banks, which, as previous research has demonstrated, 

were essentially short-term interbank credit lines and other wholesale market facilities raised by the 

six largest Mexican international banks through their network of foreign agencies and branches in the 

international financial centers where they were operating. 

< Figure 1 around here > 

As for Brazilian commercial banks excluding Banco do Brasil, foreign liabilities were already US$ 1.1 

billion or 5.9 percent of total liabilities in 1973, increasing to US$ 11.9 billion or 20 percent respectively 

                                                           
1 See Maxfield (1990) and Bäer (1986) respectively. 
2 See Andrade and Gonçalvez da Silva (1982); Penido de Freitas (1989). 



by 1982.3 These liabilities consisted of funding lines for foreign banks undertaken under Resolution 

63, which has been passed by the Brazilian Central Bank in August 1967 to allow commercial and 

investment banks to contract loans abroad and re-lend this amounts to final borrowers in Brazil. Thus 

compared to Mexico, recourse to foreign finance by Brazilian banks had started much earlier and it 

involved much more institution that those with banking offices overseas. As of 1982, at least 57 banks 

were using this funding line, including major national banks, such as Banco do Brasil, Banespa, 

Bradesco and Banco Real, along with foreign banks, notably Citibank, but also smaller and regional 

institutions like Banco Popular de Fortaleza or Banco do Estado do Mato Grosso.4 Thus, although the 

weight of foreign liabilities was relatively the same in both countries, it was concentrated in only a few 

banks in Mexico and spread through a larger number of institutions in Brazil. 

Another interesting comparison concerns the volume of business of the international network of the 

banks as a share of the commercial banking sector. In August 1982, the foreign agencies and branches 

of Mexican banks had about U$S 7.7 billion in total assets and liabilities, an amount representing about 

a fourth of the balance sheet of the domestic banking sector. In Brazil, the volume of assets and 

liabilities of the foreign agencies were estimated at about US$ 10-12 billion in June 1982, of which 

about 60 percent corresponded to Banco do Brasil. They represented therefore about 8-10 percent of 

the balance sheet of the commercial banking sector. This shows the difference importance of foreign 

agencies as fundraising instruments, which played a fundamental role in the case of Mexican banks 

but mush less in Brazil where banks were borrowing abroad directly from the head offices. 

The regulatory framework of international banking 

The involvement of Brazilian banks with international finance developed within the regulatory 

framework set by the Law 4’131 of 1962. This Law, which was amended by the Law 4’390 in 1964 and 

regulated by Decree 55’762 of February 1965, ruled the application of foreign capital in the country 

and the remittances of resources abroad. It established some controls on the inflow and outflow of 

capital and a record of the financial transactions in foreign currency undertaken between domestic 

and external agents. Once the registered, the capital that had entered into the country could not be 

returned but in a proportion of 20 percent per year.5 In terms of the interest payments, for instance, 

the remittances required a previous evaluation and authorization by the foreign exchange authorities 

of the debt contracts and documents and the deduction of the income tax due to state. 

The external borrowing activities of the Brazilian public and private sector though syndicated or direct 

loans from foreign banks, which had become their main external indebtedness instrument, were 

conducted through the regime established by this law. All these borrowing operation required the 

previous authorization of the central bank since September 1969,6 and as of August 1970 they were 

also required to respect certain rules regarding term and amortization. The central bank regulated 

these operations by introducing, for example, quantitative restriction on short-term operations, or 

reducing or increasing the minimum amortization terms depending on the debt profile and balance of 

payment position. At some moments, monetary authorities would also introduce reserve 

requirements on these loans (meaning that the borrower had to keep a part of the amount granted 

                                                           
3 For analytical purposes, Banco do Brasil is usually excluded from the commercial banking sector in Brazilian 

financial and banking statistics since, despite being a commercial bank, it was also a monetary authority during 

this period.  
4 According to balance sheets published in Revista Bancaria Brasileira, January 1982. 
5 This measure was revoked and replaced by and additional income tax by the Law 1’390/1964. 
6 This generalized a requirement that already exisited for the operations undertaken under instruction 289 and 
Resolution 63. 



deposited with the central bank),7 or modify the terms required for the restitution, reduction or 

exception of the tax affecting the remittances of interest and commissions. 

Another channel through which Brazilian borrowers could raise foreign capital was Resolution 63. As 

opposed to Law 4’131, this mechanism was especially target to the external activities financial 

institutions and articulated a link between the domestic and international financial systems. It allowed 

commercial and investment banks operating in Brazil to contract loans from foreign banks abroad and 

render or “repass” the equivalent amount in local currency to domestic financial borrowers 

(“operações de repasse”).8 For the banks, it represented an alternative fundraising instrument to 

current or term deposits, becoming increasingly used, notably by foreign banks operating in Brazil, to 

expand their domestic assets. These operations were also strictly regulated by monetary authorities, 

which required the domestic loan to have a shorter maturity than the foreign loan used to fund it, 

which in turn could not have a term of less of two years although this could be modified. The NMC 

imposed an upper limit on these operations, which in the case of commercial banks could not be 

higher than twice its paid-in capital and free reserves.  

As for the agencies and branches overseas, previous authorization from the central bank was required 

to open them but their foreign operations were not under directly supervised by Brazilian financial 

authorities. What these agencies could or could not do in the international financial centres where 

they operated was determined by the financial regulation of host countries, namely State banking 

departments and Federal laws in the United States and the Bank of England in the case of the banking 

offices in London. In both countries, however, since these agencies and branches were not strictly 

defined as banks (such as a subsidiary would have been), they were not interdependently capitalized 

and regulators in host countries considered them as an extension of their parent banks and implicitly 

counted on home countries financial authorities for the supervision of their liquidity operations.9 

Brazilian regulation would only apply to the foreign agencies and branches with respect to their cross-

border transactions with potential counterparts in Brazil, meaning that is the foreign agencies was to 

grant a loan to a Brazilian borrower it would have to do it under the conditions established by Law 

4’131 or the Regulation 63 if the borrowing part was a financial institution.  

The regulatory framework of foreign capital and bank international activities was very different in 

Mexico. Up to September 1982 when exchange controls were introduced after the outbreak of the 

debt crisis, there has been a long tradition of no capital controls in Mexico and free convertibility of 

the peso and the US dollar. The stabilizing development period that ran from the mid-1950s to 1970, 

which was characterized high economic growth, low inflation, and foreign exchange stability, operated 

in an economy with full capital mobility, and no changes were introduced in this regard during the 

1970s and early 1980s.10 Unlike in Brazil, there were no directives about the financial terms of foreign 

borrowing, and in the case of the private sector, “Mexican authorities”, as the Director of Public Credit 

and external debt negotiator Angel Gurria stated it, “had never regulated, controlled or required the 

registration of any form of Mexican private sector debt contracted with foreign entities.”11 As for 

commercial banks, they operate cross-border transactions with banking and non-banking 

counterparts in foreign countries with virtually no constraints. 

                                                           
7 See, for example, Resolution N. 236 and Circular N. 190 or Resolution N. 265 and Circular N. 218. 
8 Public final borrowers were forbidden of using Resolution 63 loans until the early 1980s. 
9 See the discussion about the Concordat in Goodhart (2011). 
10 See Bazdresch and Levy (1991). 
11 Gurría (1988), p. 78. Registration of private sector debt started after the outbreak of the crisis as part of the 
debt rescheduling process with international creditors. 



In fact, a salient feature of the Mexican banking legislation as of early 1970s, was the absence of any 

specific provisions about the activity of domestic financial institutions in foreign markets, either 

regarding the opening of branches or associated entities or with respect to asset and liabilities 

operations with residents abroad. In this regard, as Francisco Borja Martinez explains, the foreign 

activities of Mexican banks were formalized with the banking reform of 1974, which explicitly 

contemplated the possibility that domestic banks could participate in the capital stock of foreign 

financial institutions, such as London-based consortium banks, and open agencies and branches upon 

receiving authorisation from Secretary of Finance and Public Credit (SHCP).12 Noteworthy, another 

important distinction regarding external indebtedness and the involvement of domestic banks with 

foreign finance in both countries was that, while in Brazil these issues fell under the jurisdiction of the 

central bank and monetary authorities, in Mexico it concerned of the Secretary of Finance. 

A final point is about the participation of foreign banks in the domestic banking sector. In Brazil, the 

government intended to limit the direct participation of international financial institutions by 

forbidding the investment of foreign capital in the Brazilian financial system. In the commercial 

banking sector, while some banks such as Chase Manhattan, Bank of America or Deutsche Bank were 

not allowed to settle in Brazil during the 1960s, the number of foreign commercial banks increased in 

the following decade passing from 17 in 1974 to 26 in 1981.13 They accounted for about 15 and 30 

percent of the deposits and loans of the commercial banking system, and their cross-border 

operations were subject to the Law 4’131 and Resolution 63, which became their main source of 

funding for conducting their operation in Brazil. In Mexico, with the exception of Citibank that had full 

permission to operation as a commercial banks, foreign bank were legally forbidden to operate branch 

offices in the Mexican territory. They could. However, conduct business through representative offices 

and corresponding banking relationship with local financial institutions, which could undertake cross-

border transactions with the head offices of the foreign banks overseas.14  

The situation of the banks in the edge of the crisis 

Allowing domestic banks to get involved with international finance represented an access to a new 

source of funding. After the oil shock of 1973, enormous amounts of liquidity from oil exporting 

countries flew into the international financial system and they became readily accessible to banks 

operating in the Euromarkets through the massive interbank Eurocurrency market. A bank with a 

lending or business opportunity and no enough retail deposits to fund it could borrow from other bank 

and use this money to expand their assets. Such was the business model of London-based consortium 

banks, for which about fourth fifths of the funding came from other banking institutions through 

interbank transactions, as well as for Mexican banks through their foreign agencies and branches 

(Alvarez 2015). Brazilian banks worked in a similar way although with important differences as this 

section will discuss. 

Figure 2 shows foreign bank borrowing relative to total capital for the largest six Mexican banks 

involved in foreign finance and the biggest Brazilian commercial banks with agencies overseas. This 

was the ratio used by Brazilian authorities to regulate the reliance of domestic financial institution on 

foreign funding to expand their assets. The chart shows that, with the exception Banamex, all Mexican 

banks had higher levels than Brazilian banks, and four of them – Banco Internacional, Banco Mexicano-

Somex, Multibanco Comermex and Bancomer – with ratios over four. As for Brazilian bank, only three 

banks – Banespa, BCN and Comid – had values slightly above two, but all others were below this level, 

                                                           
12 Borja Martínez (1978), 431-34. 
13 Bäer (1986), pp 26-9. 
14 See Sánchez Aguilar (1973) for an example on US banks. 



which had long been the operational limit set by Brazilian financial authorities to rise foreign resources 

until January 1980 when it was increased to four. At an industry level, the average was 3.7 for Mexico 

and 2.3 for Brazilian banks excluding Banco do Brasil.15 Differences did not only concerned levels, but 

also the nature of the foreign debt obligation since, while in the case of Brazilian banks they were 

Resolution 63 funding lines with a maturity over a year or more as established by the regulation, for 

Mexican banks they consisted of very short-term interbank wholesale credit lines. 

In addition, although similar in nature, there were also differences in the risks behind the activities of 

the foreign branches and agencies of these banks in the main international financial centers. An 

analysis of the agencies and branches in the United States, which concentrated the bulk of the foreign 

banking offices in financial centers and about half of their assets and liabilities for both countries, gives 

an illustrative example. In term of the liability structure, banks where their main suppliers of funds 

and wholesale money markets the main source of resources. In the case of Mexican banks, as of June 

1982, deposits and credit lines from banks in the US or abroad accounted 58.3 percent of their 

liabilities and an additional 32.2 percent consisted of federal funds and bank acceptances, meaning 

that about 90 percent were liabilities to the banking sector. In the case of Brazilian banks – excluding 

Branco do Brasil, the corresponding values were 38.8 and 25.5 percent, while retail deposits 

accounted for about a tenth of their liabilities and for some banks considerable more than that level 

as Banco Safra for which they represented about 90 percent. 

The money that these agencies and branches borrowed in the wholesale interbank market was used 

mainly to finance loans. In the case of Mexican banks, the loan portfolio accounted for about two 

thirds of the assets at a consolidated level, ranging from 53.3 percent for Banamex to 81.7 percent for 

Banca Serfin.16 As for Brazilian banks excluding Banco do Brasil, loans had a very similar weight and 

they represented 68.3 percent of the assets although there was much more dispersion across 

institutions. In the case of Banco Safra, for instance, loans represented only a quarter of the assets 

and about a quarter for Banco Economico, with deposits and credit balances and federal funds 

accounting for as much as 69 and 46.6 percent respectively. In the case of Uniao de Bancos Brasileiros, 

Banco Nacional and Banco Itau, loans were virtually their only assets representing as much as 95, 93.4 

and 93.8 percent respectively. Banco do Brasil stands out as a distinctive case, not only because 

lending seems to have been a marginal activity (represented only a tenth of its assets), but most 

importantly because most of the claims (about 61.5 percent) were with the head office in Brasilia. 

The practice of using wholesale funding to finance loans created maturity mismatches in the balance 

sheet of the agencies. For Mexican banks, liabilities due within a day, mainly federal funds, accounted 

for about 27.6 percent of the liabilities and deposits and credit balances for 30 days ending with call 

date represented another 19.2 percent, while the assets were essentially loans with much longer 

maturity.17 A similar situation is also to be observed among Brazilian banks, with higher dependence 

on shorter-term funding in average since liabilities within a day represented over half of their 

resources and the 30-days balances and deposits had a similar 18.1 percent share. However, given the 

different extent to which some Brazilian banks were committed in lending, this mismatch was 

probably less problematic for those with lower share of loans and more liquid assets such as Banco 

Safra or Banco Itau as previously described. It would have naturally been worse for those with a larger 

part of their assets committed in long-term commercial and industrial loans as Uniao de Bancos 

Brasileiros or Itau. 

                                                           
15 The average values is 1.2 when including Banco do Brasil. 
16 Banco Mexicano Somex had recently opened its NY agency and by June 1982 has not granted any loan yet. 
17 See (Alvarez 2015) for an analysis of the mismatches incurred by the Mexican agencies in the US. 



Another type of mismatch that accumulated in the balance sheets of these agencies and branches 

concerned the geographic scope of their operations. In the case of Mexican agencies, while average 

obligations to creditors in the United States accounted for 67.6 percent of the total liabilities, 73.3 

percent of their claims were due by clients abroad. The cross-border imbalances is important because 

it speaks about the implicit currency risks behind their operations since, as previous research has 

demonstrated, the bulk of the claims abroad were in dollars but with Mexican borrowers operating in 

pesos and were thereby exposed to balance sheets effects associated with potential devaluations. A 

similar cross-border pattern is observed in the case of Brazilian banks, with about 60 percent of their 

liabilities due to US addresses and 71.2 percent of the assets abroad. There are, however, some banks 

that were matched in their cross-border operations, such as Banco Real with about 35 percent of their 

assets and liabilities in the United States, considerably less mismatched than average levels. This was 

the case, for example, of Banco Nacional with 16.1 percent of their assets and 1.7 percent of their 

liabilities in the US or the Bank of the State of Rio de Janeiro with 10.9 and 19.4 percent respectively. 

Summing up, by the time of the outbreak of the crisis some important differences existed in the 

external financial position of Mexican and Brazilian banks. On the one hand, reliance on external 

borrowing to expand its assets relative to the capital base was higher for Mexican banks than for its 

Brazilian counterparts for which this was regulated. On the other hand, while the general picture of 

Mexican agencies shows them exhibiting important maturity and cross-border mismatches, the 

situation of Brazilian banks was much less uniform. Overall, there is indeed a similar pattern of 

borrowing short-term in the US wholesale market and lending long-term outside the United States at 

an aggregate level, but there are agencies relying heavily on retail deposits, engaging in other 

businesses than lending and not necessarily imbalanced in their cross-border operations. This means 

that there were differences in the risks behind their international activities and the exposure of the 

banking sector to the debt crisis between the two countries. 

After the outbreak of the crisis 

The outbreak of the crisis with the moratorium declaration of the Mexican government in August 1982 

represented a major shock to international lending and the Eurocurrency markets. A main implication 

of the crisis was the shrinkage in the flow of syndicated and direct Eurocredits to government and the 

private and public companies from debtor countries (Cline 1995; Devlin 1989), but it also affected the 

international activities of their domestic banks. In a context where the policy of banks in placing and 

lending in the interbank market was based on the creditworthiness of the borrower, which mainly 

relied on a country risk analysis (BIS 1983), the ability of banks from countries coming into debt 

problems to attract new funds from the world capital markets was affected and this compromise their 

liquidity position of some institutions given the lack of alternative dollar funding. 

In the case of Mexico and Brazil, policymakers and financial authorities from both countries 

manifested concern about the situation of the foreign agencies and branches of their banks in the 

aftermath of the crisis. Previous research has shown the prominent role that this issue had in the 

negotiation between the Mexican government and its international creditors, and how important it 

was to secure the access of the agencies to interbank funding for the stability of the domestic banking 

system (Alvarez 2018). The situation of the overseas agencies was also a preoccupation for Brazilian 

authorities and, as Central Bank Governor Langoni stated, it was “imperative to curb any further 

deposit outflow from Banco do Brasil, Banespa or other Brazilian banks” and he asked Brazilian 

bankers “to make maximum efforts to renew all maturing deposits.”18 Similarly to the Mexican case, 

                                                           
18 FRBNY's archive, Sam Cross Box 108406. 



Project 4 of the four-part Financing Plan prepared by Brazilian authorities, along with main creditor 

banks, to meet the external financial needs of the country in 1983, focused specifically on the money 

market facilities extended to the foreign branches of Brazilian banks. 

However, unlike its Mexican counterparts, the funding problems in the international interbank 

markets was not a homogenous phenomenon among Brazilian banks.  An internal document from the 

FRBNY estimated that Brazilian banks branches and agencies in mid-1982 had aggregate interbank 

term liabilities of about US$ 10 billion, and that they lost between US$ 3.5 to 4 billion during the 

second half of the year due to withdrawals from banks all over the world.19 But the funding drains 

were mainly centered around Banco do Brasil, which accounted for between US$ 2.5 and 3 billion of 

these amount, and Banespa, and to a lesser extent the rest of the Brazilian banks agencies and 

branches.20 Figure 3 shows that the evolution of interbank money market liabilities of Brazilian banks 

in the US and how affected Banco do Brasil was at the time of the outbreak of the crisis: interbank 

liabilities did fall after the outbreak of the crisis, passing from U$S 2.3 billion in September 1982 to 

stabilize at around US$ 1.5 billion since 1983.21  

< Figure 3 around here > 

The impact of the crisis on money market transactions looks also clear for Banespa, with money 

market liabilities decreasing since the last quarter of 1982 after firmly growing from US$ 208 in June 

1980 to US$ 513 million in September 1982.  As for the other Brazilian banks operating in the US, no 

major changes seem to happen in terms of the volume of their interbank money market transactions 

in the aftermath of the crisis except for Banco Real that shows a slight reduction since the last quarter 

of 1981, but the bank, unlike the other agencies, had a good base of customer deposits on which to 

rely for funding. Figure 7 shows that the aggregate volume of interbank liabilities of the other banks 

operating in the US between June 1980 and September 1985, namely Comind, Banco Economico, Itau, 

Mercantil, Nacional and Unibanco, increased thorough the period. As for the remaining banks, money 

market liabilities increased as new banks arrived in the US and the number of agencies and branches 

grew up to 1982 but even after that when no more agencies and branches were opened. 

Interbank funding tensions became evident also in the spreads and term of the credit lines available. 

Table 1 provides a maturity analysis of the foreign currency businesses of the Mexican and Brazilian 

branches located in London, and in particular the interbank net position as a percentage of total 

interbank liabilities by maturity band, in the months that followed the outbreak of the crisis on August 

20, 1982. It shows the faster degree of maturity transformation being performed by the Mexican 

branches, and also how the degree of mismatch increased substantially between August and 

November: the proportion of interbank liabilities with maturity of less than three months doubled 

from 30 to 59.8 percent between August and mid-November. In contrast, the Brazilian banks appear 

to be marginally less mismatched than the other overseas banks group taken as a whole. As for the 

interbank business, and important difference is that while business with own offices overseas 

accounted for 53 percent of the interbank claims of Brazilian branches and 92 percent of their 

interbank claims, for Mexican agencies the corresponding values were 19 and 73 percent respectively. 

                                                           
19 FRBNY archives, Box 108406, Brazilian Agency Problems. Langoni (1985, p. 85) reports similar figures for the 
period August-December 1982. 
20 See FRBNY archives, BAC 1983, “Brazilian financing situation,” February 1, 1983. 
21 Archival records from the Bank of England shows a similar trend for the London agencies of Banco do Brasil, 
with liabilities to UK banks and other banks overseas falling from an estimated of US$ 2 billion in September 
1982 to US$ 1.3 billion by the end of the year. 



These values illustrate the extent to which Mexican branches relied on the interbank market to fund 

longer term lending to non-banks and how dramatically their source of funding shortened.22 

The crisis did not only disturb the funding transactions and rollovers of existing money market lines of 

the overseas agencies but also the cross-border transactions of the head offices, specially in the case 

of Brazil where many banks were directly borrowing abroad through Resolution 63. But this funding 

line was not meant to create the funding troubles than the short-term wholesale credit lines of the 

overseas agencies because, as previously discussed, regulation required maturity over at much longer 

term (usually ranging from 1 to 2 years). Not only were banks better match on these operations, having 

thereby the possibility to adjust their assets and liabilities at similar pace, but they entered the 

restructuring along with the rest of the Brazilian external debt, which meant they were to be 

rescheduled and thereby their maturity extended. So, unlike the potential problems on the interbank 

lines of the foreign agencies and branches, these cross-border funding lines did not generate the same 

kind of liquidity pressures for the banks and the domestic banking system. 

Another important differences between these two countries’ foreign banking offices concerns the 

assets side of their balance sheets. In the case of Mexican banks, the bulk of the assets or their foreign 

agencies were sovereign loans to the domestic private and public sector and this Mexican debt 

represented indeed several time the capital base of the country’s major banks (Alvarez 2018). As of 

Brazil, the asset structure of the overseas agencies was much less concentrated on direct or syndicated 

loans to Brazil or other troubled countries. Most of the bank with foreign agencies overseas opened 

them very late in the 1970s or in the early 1980s, and the scale of their operation abroad and 

channeling fund to their home country was much less developed than in the case of leading Mexican 

banks that have been doing so for much longer time. Additionally, it seems that the Brazilian banks 

the most active abroad, such as Banco Real or Banco de Credito Nacional, were not necessarily focused 

on sovereign lending, but on trade finance or other type of business. Banespa and to a lesser extent 

Banco do Brasil seem to have been the most exposed to Brazilian external debt. 

Conclusions 

This essay has looked at the way the international expansion of domestic banks and increasing 

financial integration took place in Mexico and Brazil during the leading up to the debt crisis of 1982. 

While Brazil had strict capital controls and financial authorities, namely the central bank, were closely 

monitoring and regulating the external borrowing activities of domestic banks, in Mexico there were 

free convertibility and no capital controls. Moreover, the government and financial authorities did not 

even have a register about external indebtedness by the private sector. By 1982, although the Brazilian 

banking system was much more involved and integrated with the international financial system, in 

terms of the volume of operation and the number of institutions concerned, its health proved much 

more solid to the shock that represented the debt crisis and the retrenchment of credit that followed. 

Major existed in the way the domestic banking system intermediated foreign capital with local 

borrowers. While in Brazil, most of the foreign finance was raised through the head offices in Brazil 

according to a law that established terms and other financial conditions on the external credit and its 

relending, in Mexico the bulk of the money used to finance local borrowers was raised by foreign 

agencies abroad in the eurocurrency markets and lent from there with no restrictions or regulations. 

Leading Brazilian banks also had agencies in the major international financial centers, such as New 

York and London, and they were also involved in wholesale funding, but with most of they had gone 

abroad very late and their volume of operations was not yet fully developed by the time the crisis 

                                                           
22 Bank of England archive, Task Force, 13A195/1. 



broke out. Moreover, those banks heavily involved in foreign operations through overseas agencies 

and branches, such as Banco do Brasil or Banco Real were not necessarily involved in sovereign 

lending. Overall, Brazilian foreign agencies were much less mismatched than its Mexican counterparts. 

The Mexican moratorium and the outbreak of the Latin American debt crisis in August 1982 disrupted 

the flow of capital to debtor countries and affected the funding lines of the foreign agencies of their 

domestic banks. In the case of Mexico, its leading domestic banks did not only had significant amounts 

of Mexico’s external debt relative to their capital, but their external liquidity position was seriously 

undamaged. The foreign agencies confronted a shortening of their interbank credit lines and a rise of 

spread, and they suffered from a progressive leakage of their interbank deposits. Brazilian foreign 

agencies were also affected by a deterioration of their wholesale funding lines, but this concerned 

mainly Banco do Brasil and Banespa, and the extent of the deterioration seems to be much less 

dramatic than their Mexican counterparts. The foreign agencies and their head offices in Brasil were 

better match in their external assets and liabilities and this seems to have help avoid the serious 

problems Mexican banks encountered. Capital controls and the regulatory system played a crucial 

parts in preventing a banking crisis. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of bank’s external indebtedness, 1972-82 

 
Source: Banco de Mexico and Banco Central do Brasil. 

 

Figure 2. Borrowing from foreign banks relative to bank capital, December 1981 

 
Source: Revista Bancaria Brasileira and Comision Nacional de Bancos y Seguros. 

 

  



Figure 3. Interbank and federal funds liabilities of the Brazilian banks in the US, 1980-85 

 
Source: FFIEC 002. 

 

 

Table 1. Maturity analysis of the London branches in 1982  

 

Source: Bank of England archive, Task Force, 13A195/1 

 

18-Aug 17-Nov 18-Aug 17-Nov 18-Aug 17-Nov 18-Aug 17-Nov

Less than 8 days -5.8 +0.6 -3.4 -1.5 -11.8 -3.6 -6.7 -4.1

8 days to less than 1 month +2.1 -13.5 -2.1 -2.1 -2.9 -51.6 -3.2 -2.0

1 month to less than 3 month -14.2 -27.8 -4.1 -4.6 -41.1 -72.2 -5.1 -6.6

3 months to less than 6 months -14.1 +1.1 -1.1 +0.4 -40.1 +0.3 -3.1 -0.6

6 months to less than 1 year +2.0 -0.1 +2.5 +1.4 -0.2 -2.0 +0.9 +0.6

1 year to less than 3 years +7.0 +7.1 +4.1 +3.8 +2.0 +4.6 +2.6 +2.2

3 years and over +23.6 +30.4 +4.6 +5.9 +10.8 +11.8 +3.1 +2.3
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Mexican agencies Mexican agencies Brazilian agenciesBrazilian agencies
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